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About This Game

As Kurt Davis, a prisoner in a Japanese P.O.W. camp, finding the means of survival can prove challenging. This task only
becomes more difficult as the days pass on. Your body and mind become strained drawing in horrors believed to only exist in

legend. Are these manifestations of your growing insanity or something entirely more sinister?

In Prisoner, the player will struggle to secure the basic means of survival, get to know the plight of their fellow prisoners, and
attempt to escape the terrors that haunt them.

Features:

Dynamic Horror: Every time the sun rises and sets, the player will be faced with new challenges. No two days will be alike,
and no two scares the same.

Diverse Enemies: Enemies and monsters stemming from traditional Japanese horror will test the player's skill and nerve.

Immersive Environment: As the player progresses their environment will follow suit by offering them new challenges to face,
brief respite from fear, and many terrifying experiences.
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Title: Prisoner
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
High Five Studios LLC
Publisher:
High Five Studios LLC
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1 or later or Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 760, equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: recommended

English
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I'd usually don't post reviews, but this DLC has mixed opinions, so I thought of posting one to rebalance it.
Mentioning previous comments: yes, it'a game for learning guitar, and as somebody that is in the process of doing so, it's
extremely fun to do it while listening to a really good band.

Although some songs are extremely easy (Numb), as you can preview the gameplay at youtube, I highly recommend this DLC
pack for fans of LP, guitar beginners, more advanced guitarists and collectors. I offers me some challenge and at the same time
motivates me to learn every day - as this is the purpose to buy DLC's for rocksmith.

Keep practicing!. For $4.99 you can't go wrong with this one if you enjoy tower defense games.. This game in a nutshell —
Randomly combined magical thingymabobs until you make all the icons on the map appear.. I played this game before and I
loved playing it even still now.. This game could be a lot more than what it is.

Unfortunately it simply ended up as one of the most boring "games" where you can't do anything and nothing really happens.
Also, those spaced out 'scary' parts are just not enough to keep anyone away from falling asleep.

The voices are great tho.
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Dont let the trailer or the demo fool you, after a few levels you will find yourself playing that classic arcade game when you just
have to restart levels only to get some luck on a moving platform. If you want to buy this game remember only like 30% of the
time will be about solving puzzles.
If you are looking for something that will challenge your intelligence and let you think about a brilliant solution (like I was
expecting buying this game) this is not worth your time and money.. Just paid \u00a322.99 for this game after 30mins requested
refund. For \u00a31.99 there are better ipad apps that do the same. No free roaming camera, sounds and voices are limited and
rubbish. Graphics state "fantatsic" on setting bar. They were ok. NOthing much to do. Cant orientate airport map to ground so
makes difficult. Planes dont explode upon crashes. NOt worth \u00a322.99 at all...needs a hell of alot more.. OMG AWESOME
GAME !! TY A LOT. RALLY FUNNY GAME :). i just wanted to give the game a positive review since i am enjoying it so
much :)
Since I am here, might as well say that fans of "long live the queen" will also be fans of "maraiyum:
rise of the setting sun".

PS: The endings roll too fast! I can't read everything on time.... Where are all the Scenarios? I purchased and it installed, there
are 0 Scenarios. No career Scenarios, no Standard Scenarios. Requesting refund.. This game is really good
I hope persona will also be on PC, i'ill gladly buy it at a full price. *Based on people from London*

*From steam page*
"English language not supported
This product does not have support for your local language. Please review the supported language list below before purchasing"
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